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For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Samantha Tillman or Louis D’Adamio at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, samantha.tillman@sacksco.com or louis.dadamio@sacksco.com.

The music video for his track “I Still Wanna Know” 
premiered on . The song 
features vocals and a guitar solo from Weezer’s Rivers 
Cuomo as well as additional production by Classixx.

“The beat is 
punchy and the 
vibe is like falling 

in love.”

“‘This Song’ is a ruminative number  
that kindles contagiously good vibes  

and an effervescent energy.”

“...possesses a whole 
bunch of indie pop 

pizzazz.”

“‘I Still Wanna Know’ is a 
delightful slice of bubbly, indie-
electric, summertime dance.”

“Addictive” “The album has a cohesive sound—
upbeat electronic dance pop built on 

memorable melodies as much as lyrics.”

“RAC is  
spinning gold”

“An exploration of self, allowing  
RAC the songwriter to emerge from  

behind the bedroom producer curtain, 
dialing back on the dance floor jams and 

delving into more organically crafted 
songwriting landscapes.”

“RAC feeds and nurtures the  
EGO in his new album, flipping it’s 
connotation as he truly moves in 
 the direction of constructing a  

classic sound.”

“A modern  
pop classic.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q21YoXjShdo&feature=youtu.be
https://consequenceofsound.net/2017/06/the-mailman-gets-funky-in-rac-and-rivers-cuomos-video-for-i-still-wanna-know-watch/
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“Through Ego, Anjos has gone 
from a remixing king to a master 

at his craft.”

“RAC’s found a way to  
walk the line between the 

sounds of 80s synth nostalgia 
and the earthy, intimate 

textures of early 00’s indie 
rock, giving each of his songs 

an emotional energy that’s 
instantly recognizable.”

“He connects with  
St. Lucia for a new gem  

called ‘The Beautiful Game.’”

For more information, please contact Carla Sacks, Samantha Tillman or Louis D’Adamio at Sacks & Co.,  
212.741.1000, carla@sacksco.com, samantha.tillman@sacksco.com or louis.dadamio@sacksco.com.

“RAC has always been 
 able to bring summery vibes with 

his work and his latest ‘The Beautiful 
Game’ does that exactly.”

“Indie dance  
pop perfection.”

“An enchanting, blissful 
blanket.”

"RAC’s Andre Anjos 
plays both a composer 
and a player with his  

ensemble cast."

“Anjos has a knack for 
appealing to pop sensibility 
while maintaining nuance 

and intricacy—he taps into 
the collective reminiscences 

without relying on them. -

“It’s fun, playful, moving  
and energetic.”

“magical dancefloor fillers”
“’This Song’ is a lot of fun”

“RAC created a catchy 
electro-pop album together 

with his colorful guitars.”

“A strong early contender 
 for this summer’s ubiquitous 

poolside-pop anthem.”


